
My girlfriend lost 3600 € to Keshe's non working CFS treatment, and when the therapy didn't 

work, Keshe used a lie that he also used on several other victims. This lie was to put the 

blame on the client's sexual partner. 

 

My girlfriend has CFS/fybro and after having paid almost a house worth of therapy, we 

landed onto a Keshe talk near Oudenaarde in Belgium. Later I also went to Eindhoven to see 

the Keshe speech in the evoluon. 

 

As my girlfriend is suffering, we went to Ninove in a dental clinic that also served as Keshe's 

meeting place. My girlfriend paid 3.600 € to Keshe, and some days later he came over to her 

house with the famous Keshe containers. 

 

Months passed with a lot of visits to the new Ninove institute and mails from and to Keshe, 

but the complaints only got worse, so the therapy did not work. He diverted to other fake 

therapy like inhaling through the container, eating small amounts of some kind of white 

powder that he supplied. 

 

At a certain moment, Keshe isolated my girlfriend to have a private talk (I was not welcome 

so I had to wait in the lobby in the new Ninove center) and what happened: 

Keshe tried to convince my girlfriend that I would be the reason of the failed therapy, and if 

she would not dump me, or becomes "just friends", she would get cancer. Keshe put the 

blame on me. 

 

I was shocked to hear this and almost lost my girlfriend due to Keshe. So I started talking to 

two other persons that knew Keshe better, two who worked in the Keshe Foundation: one was 

his former manager (this guy lost 16.400 but now denies that he was Keshe's manager and 

even defended Keshe in two pateo talks), the other was his graphics and webdesigner. And we 

also knew the wife of the webdesigner. 

 

They confirmed the same story: the partner was at fault, and the client would get cancer if 

he/she did not break up. So the Keshe lie was uncovered and clearly Keshe is a fraud. 

At that time, we decided to stop with Keshe. We tried to return the containers, which do not 

contain any nuclear materials, to Ninove, but Keshe was long gone, at that time to Malta. 

 

For us, Keshe is a scammer. He has proven nothing, but we were lured into the video's he 

showed in Eindhoven, which now is believed to be a setup. 

 

Furthermore if the container actually were thousands of euro's of value, why did he not 

reclaim those containers? We still have one, the FANC which is the nuclear agency, has tested 

the containers for any radioactive traces, and it does not contain any radioactive materials. 

FANC told us Keshe was trying to buy a lot of old smoke detectors that contained a small 

amount of radioactive material to make his flying dish. He tried to bypass the Belgian rules by 

trying to import smoke detectors in large quantities. FANC told me this was a joke, as the 

radioactive material in smoke detectors certainly did not have enough power to do any 

claimed anit gravity effects. 

 

FANC sealed Keshe's stock of smoke detectors because of a radioactive hazard, and Keshe 

used that argument as a sales argument: look I have something that the government wants to 

suppress. This was the lie he presented in Eindhoven: I could not bring my reactor / anti-

gravity device as the federal police just sealed everything. 

 



So this is how the lie works. Keshe is a liar and a con artist. 

 

We would like to sue Keshe for medical fraud and illegal medical practitioning. We would 

like Keshe behind bars. I do believe in free energy/zpf but I don't think Keshe has it. He has 

run with our money and we're not the first he scammed. 

 

The internet keeps everything. For example: for CFS he promised a guarantee of result: 

 

On this page: 

 

http://www.cfsitalia.it/public/CFSForum/index.php?%2Ftopic%2F5637-keshefoundationand-

meyl%2F 

 

there's a link to the deleted page on KF site: 

 

http://www.keshefoundation.org/applications/medical/diseases/106-fibromyalgia/105- 

chronic-fatigue-a-fibromyalgia-en 

 

You can paste any URL into the http://archive.org website, and you'll get the old versions 

before Keshe took them down. Keshe cannot hide from the internet: 

 

http://web.archive.org/web/20130102100804/http://www.keshefoundation.org/en/applications 

/medical/diseases/106-fibromyalgia/338-new-trial-cases-for-cfs-and-fibromyalgia-starting 

 

Price 3,500.00 € with a guarantee of results. 

 

Any help from other victims is welcome! 

 

PS: I'm not posting as my real name 

 

 


